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Weekly
Commentary:
ETH Puts Up
ETH's volatility smile is skewed further towards OTM
puts than BTC's. This is due to a much higher volatility
implied by the prices of ETH's OTM puts, suggesting a
preference for protection against downside moves in
spot price. However, as this divergence is present
across the term structure, it does not appear that this
preference for puts is focused on a specific date. Whilst
it is not unusual for the volatility smiles of both assets
to behave differently, this has more recently been
expressed as a higher ATM level of implied volatility for
ETH options.
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Both BTC and ETH recovered their months-long skew towards OTM puts in late January
In the weeks since, both have returned to a slight tilt towards pessimistic pricing
ETH's 25-delta risk reversal now trades around 5 vol points below zero 
That is despite the implied vol of BTC 25-delta calls trading on par with 25-delta puts

Figure 1 Hourly 25-delta Risk Reversal for BTC (orange) and ETH (purple) options at a 1 month tenor from 20th Nov
22 to 21st Feb 23. Source: Block Scholes

ETH HOLDS A HIGHER SKEW TO OTM PUTS

SKEW IS DUE TO HIGHER IMPLIED VOLATILITY OF OTM PUTS

Figure 2 Volatility smiles for BTC (orange) and ETH (purple) at 1 month (lighter shades) and 3 month (darker
shades) tenors,  taken at a 09:23 21-02-2023 (UTC) snapshot. Source: Block Scholes
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Figure 3 Term structure of SABR rho parameter for BTC (orange) and ETH (purple) options markets from a 09:21
21-02-2023 (UTC) snapshot. Source: Block Scholes

TERM STRUCTURE

Both assets show a higher skew towards OTM puts at longer tenors, with the implied volatility of
shorter-term puts and calls trading much closer to par with each other
The divergence between assets is present across the term structure, with a slight widening to the
spread at tenors longer than 2 months
As it is present at all tenors, there is little evidence to suggest that this divergence is targeting a
specific, future event

ETH's volatility smile is skewed further towards OTM puts than BTC's. This is due to a much higher
volatility implied by the prices of ETH's OTM puts, suggesting a preference for protection against
downside moves in spot price. However, as this divergence is present across the term structure, it does
not appear that this preference for puts is focused on a specific date. Whilst it is not unusual for the
volatility smiles of both assets to behave differently, this has more recently been expressed as a higher
ATM level of implied volatility for ETH options.

The difference in skew between the two crypto-assets' volatility smiles is due to the relative
richness in ETH's OTM puts
The implied vols of ETH's OTM calls trades much closer to BTC's, with a tighter spread between the
assets' vols than at the ATM level (50 delta)
This suggests that ETH traders are expressing a preference for downside protection 
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These charts were made in Block Scholes' own online
analytics suite. Subscribe at blockscholes.com/products
to get access to these charts and much more data.
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